Halothane augments event-related gamma oscillations in rat visual cortex.
Cortical gamma oscillations have been associated with neural processes supporting cognition and the state of consciousness but the effect of general anesthesia on gamma oscillations is controversial. Here we studied the concentration-dependent effect of halothane on gamma (20-60 Hz) power of event-related potentials (ERP) in rat primary visual cortex. ERP to light flashes repeated at 5-s intervals was recorded with chronically implanted, bipolar, intracortical electrodes at selected steady-state halothane concentrations between 0 and 2%. gamma-Band power was calculated for 0-1000, 0-300 and 300-1000 ms poststimulus periods and corresponding prestimulus (PS) periods. Multitaper power spectral analysis was used to estimate gamma power from both single-trial and average ERP in order to differentiate between phase-locked (evoked) and non-phase-locked (induced) gamma activities. Significant PS gamma power was present at all halothane concentrations. Flash elicited an increase in gamma power that lasted up to 1 s poststimulus at all halothane concentrations. Halothane at intermediate concentrations (0.5-1.2%) augmented both PS and ERP gamma power two to four times relative to the waking baseline. gamma Power was not different between waking and deeply anesthetized (2%) levels. gamma Power reached maximum, as predicted by a Gaussian fit of power-concentration data, at halothane concentration (0.86%) similar to the concentration (0.73%) that abolished the righting reflex, a behavioral index of loss of consciousness. Evoked, i.e. stimulus-locked, gamma power was present during the first 300 ms poststimulus but not later, and was approximately 50% of single-trial ERP gamma power. Single-trial gamma power was present also at 300-1000 ms poststimulus, reflecting ERP not phase-locked to the stimulus. In summary, these observations suggest that (1) gamma activity is present in states ranging from waking to deep halothane anesthesia, (2) halothane does not prevent the transfer of visual input to striate cortex even at surgical plane of anesthesia, and (3) anesthetic-induced loss of consciousness, as reflected by the loss of righting reflex, is not correlated with a reduction in gamma power. Variance with other studies may be due to an underestimation of gamma power by ERP signal averaging as compared with single-trial analysis.